JONATHAN BANNON MAHER
jonathan@jonathanmaher.com
+1-212-399-9146
SUMMARY
•
•

•

•

•

Outcome and trajectory changing, creative, hard-working, honest, ethical, independent thinker
with proven expertise in executive leadership, engineering, rapid scaling, team building,
governance, teamwork, management, strategy, and communication.
Approximately three decades of engineering and management experience, leadership endorsed
by leaders of countries, endorsed in an attached letter by a prominent financial software
entrepreneur as “extremely gifted” as a computer programmer, tested as a genius, and able to
learn nearly anything immediately and independently.
Started one of the first Internet service providers while in middle school, led development of
software featured in the New York Times used to scale an investment manager from zero to
billions of dollars in assets in one year, supported a doubling of users and revenue at a mid sized
software as a service company, led the rebuilding of the backend of a health insurance
marketplace later sold for over one hundred million dollars, was the first full time engineer at a
company whose network security system now protects classified United States military
networks and much of the federal government, and led an initial public offering of securities.
Author of three published books, the first on business building, the second on global economic
development, which was endorsed by Kings, a Prime Minister, and the now First Lady, and the
third disclosing eighteen of my hardware and software inventions including a new class of
generators and motors, a simplified software application development system, software
operated hardware for autonomous cancer removal, and a reusable space vehicle launcher.
Professional network includes a broad range of elected and unelected international and
domestic federal and state leaders, and top talent across engineering, sales, manufacturing,
investment management, recruiting, law, and journalism.

CERTIFICATIONS (see attachments)
Oracle: Java, Pl/SQL
Microsoft: C#, T-SQL
Amazon Web Services: Advanced Architecting (course), Cloud Practitioner, DevOps (course)
Google (courses/projects): Agile Project Management, Cloud Network Security, Terraform,
Kubernetes, Docker
Emergency Medical Technician
NAUI: Master Scuba Diver
PUBLICATIONS
Building a Successful Organization: a Practical and Comprehensive Resource (ISBN
1450586813), covers leadership, management, teamwork, strategy, hiring, ethics, sales, marketing,
publicity, patents, copyrights, trademarks, and contracts. Endorsed by a public company executive.
The Destiny of Humanity, (ISBN 0615489516), covers global economic development, and was
endorsed by Kings, a Prime Minister and the now First Lady.

Inventions (ISBN 0692170464), disclosing 18 of my inventions listed under patents filed.
PATENTS FILED
International
Simplified Development of Computer Applications (PCT/US2018/038377)
Separation and Playback of Audio Components (PCT/US2018/038528)
Content Monetization and Development (PCT/US2018/038369)
Magnetic Repulsion Motor and Generator (PCT/US2018/038208)
Leverage Motor and Generator (PCT/US2018/038217)
Gravity Motor and Generator (PCT/US2018/038191)
Buoyancy Motor and Generator (PCT/US18/38233)
Domestic
Reusable Space Vehicle Launcher (62688094)
Autonomous High Speed Ground Transportation (62688126)
Interlocking Construction Structures that Increase Resilience and Reduce Cost (62688033)
Bed Environment Insulation (62688007)
Compressed Distribution of Air and Water (62687999)
High Yield Low Cost Agricultural Production System (62687977)
Automated Discovery and Control of Electronic Devices (62688044)
ACADEMIC
University of San Diego
Graduated with recommendations letters from the President and the Dean (see attachments)
• Emphasis on engineering leadership; courses included Leadership, Strategic Management,
Financial Management, Accounting, Marketing, Macro Economics, Micro Economics,
Information Systems, Computer Programming I-III
• #3 entrepreneurship globally (Financial Times 2015); #13 undergraduate engineering (U.S.
News and World Report); #14 economics #15 law (Bloomberg Business Week 2013); #1 most
beautiful university (Princeton Review 2017)
• Elected freshman class Senator.
• Sigma Chi Social Chair responsible for large discretionary budget, recruitment responsibilities
the only time every membership offer was accepted, and member of the executive committee.
London Business School
•
Managing the Company of the Future (course)
University of Oxford
•
History of Economic Thought (course)
Yale University
•
Financial Markets (course)
Harvard University
•
American Government: Constitutional Foundations (course)
Stanford University

•

Economics of the Clean Energy Transition (course)

Standardized Testing
•
92nd percentile score on the graduate management admissions exam (GMAT), which was my
only attempt, and on less than ten percent of the minimum recommended preparation time.
•
99th percentile score in Math Concepts and Problem Solving, and 99th percentile score in
Reading Comprehension, American College Testing (ACT) exam.
SKILLS
Skill (years experience): leadership and management (30), programming (33), finance (portfolio
management, trading, research, fixed income, equities, RMBS, CDO, CMO, CLO, venture capital,
PolyPaths, Intex, Bloomberg), SQL (30), Linux (25), Python (13; Django, NumPy, Pandas), Java (7;
Oracle Certified; Android), C# (5; Microsoft Certified), AWS Architecture and DevOps (12; AWS
Certified Cloud Practitioner; Command Line Interface, EC2, S3, RDS, Aurora, CloudFormation,
CloudWatch, Elastic Container Service, CodeBuild, CodeDeploy, CodePipeline, Elastic Beanstalk,
Lambda, Load Balancing, Auto Scaling, Terraform, Kubernetes, Docker, Rancher, Chef, Octopus
Deploy, Fargate, Route53, Trusted Advisor, VPC, SQS, SMS, IAM, DynamoDB, ElastiCache,
Elastisearch, etc.), Google Cloud Platform (3), Azure (2), PHP (10; ProveIt 20% above mean), Pl/SQL
(Oracle Certified), T-SQL (Microsoft Certified), App Engine (2), Windows (10), C, C++, Ruby, Git, SVN,
Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment, Test Driven Development, Infrastructure as
Code, Configuration Management, Docker, Kubernetes, Terraform, Jenkins, MySQL, Unix, Access,
HTML, CSS, JavaScript (10), Node.js, Ruby, React, ASP, VB, DHTML, XML, Flash, Shell, advertising
(Google, Facebook), Excel, networking, security, modeling for animation and manufacturing (CAD,
DFM, CAM), engineering, physics.
VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Career Development Counselor, Association of Community Employment Programs for the Homeless
Former Member of the Legislative Board, Manhattan Chamber of Commerce
Emergency Medical Technician
ADDITIONAL INTERESTS
Reading, guitar, martial arts, soccer, tennis, golf, scuba diving, snowboarding.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Bannon Maher Corporation, Founder, C.E.O., C.T.O. (bannonmaher.com)
2016-present
• Led an initial public offering of securities.
• Collaborated with attorneys and accountants to prepare required SEC filings through due
diligence including marketing material compliance revisions, accounting statements’
drafting and certifications, and risk disclosures.
• Identified potential investors and built a contact database.
• Interacted with prospective investors once the offering was initiated.
• Independently invented and filed patents on the below listed software and hardware systems,
which are disclosed in full in a freely available corresponding book, including:

•

•
•

a new class of electricity generator and motor systems, expected to provide more than a ten
times cost reduction over prior and proposed alternatives through the novel breakthrough
application of various principles of physics (magnetic repulsion, leverage, gravity, and
buoyancy) to commodity components; a review of the inventions by the National Science
Foundation stated “The proposal targets one general application -- electromechanical energy
conversion -- but lists four distinct ideas, each with its own risks... If the proposed [generator
and motor system inventions] function the way it is claimed in the proposal, it will have a
profound impact across the whole energy industry, and physics in general.”;
• a system for automated brain cancer removal, utilizing a thin profile flexible rotatable
mechanical arm with an imaging device, cutting device, and suction tube, controlled by
software utilizing image recognition and an algorithm to control arm controlling motors;
• software for automated investing, running continuously to download market data at
intervals, analyze data to determine the positions that are most likely to rise in value in the
near future, then closing and opening positions to match the optimized portfolio;
• software easing computer application development, through the separation of interface
components and a backend that automatically creates data structures to support front end
components, with front end components able to be specified in non-technical language;
• software for targeting of advertisements to unregistered viewers, by tagging content with
expected demographic for targeting by advertisers;
• a system automating removal of blood stream viruses and cancer, utilizing magnified image
recognition to control a motor to direct a sorting device;
• software for automated discovery and control of consumer electronic devices, through
network scanning for device and command discovery;
• a reusable space vehicle launch system eliminating the first and second stages of a rocket;
• software providing audio component separation and playback, utilizing a new audio file
format where audio components are stored in sequence rather than overlapping, so that
individual components can be selected for overlap and playback, for example providing for
the playback of a full, instrumental, or acoustic version of a song from one sound file; after
informing executives and artists in the music industry of the invention, an implementation
was released by Kanye West as the Stem Player;
• a system for high speed autonomously controlled individual track attached vehicles;
• a cost and yield optimized agricultural production system, utilizing vertical adjustable
structures with automated nutrient delivery;
• housing structures of factory manufacturable interlocking components that can form
customized insulated sound, fire, and disaster proof housing.
• Python code for most inventions is viewable at github.com/bannonmaher.
International patent expertise developed in preparation, filing, and prosecuting that exceeded
lawyers I consulted, including a former chief administrator for the United States patent court
(PTAB).
Computer aided design expertise developed for manufacturing and animation, during
production of a physical aesthetic prototype of one of my generator inventions, and an animated
video demonstrating the functionality of multiple inventions.

PageRock, Founder, C.E.O., C.T.O. (pagerock.com)
2014-present
• A fully featured automated website design and hosting platform for small and medium sized
businesses which supports custom web pages, stores, blogs, tables, and forms, as well as default
responsive design for mobile devices, and default search and social site optimization.

•

•
•

•
•
•

Architected for effectively unlimited automated scaling and extreme reliability through the
deployment of a Python application, based on my patent pending design, to an AWS auto scaled
load balanced EC2 Linux server cluster, and an auto scaled load balanced RDS database cluster,
both across two availability zones, with S3 serving static files.
Continuous deployment of code changes on GitHub to an EC2 development cluster through
integration with AWS CodePipeline, with manual approval to auto deploy to the production.
Hired and managed, at various points, over two dozen individuals for specialized work,
including an existing website import tool, sales, marketing, user experience testing, translation
verification, and video production each of whom, when hired through sites that allowed reviews,
rated me 5.0/5.0 as a manager.
Initially deployed to Google Cloud Platform.
Front end utilizes HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
Example clients with websites on the platform include the company itself, a makeup retailer, an
interior designer, and a furniture retailer.

CentralReach (centralreach.com)
2020-2022
• Supported doubling users and recurring revenue for the largest provider of electronic medical
records and services in its market segment.
• Oversaw application and database cluster deployment and uptime, across a primary application,
as well as applications of multiple acquired companies, ensuring 24/7 that site uptime was well
above contractually obligated levels.
• Boosted team value output and client satisfaction, while reducing the need for additional
personnel costs, by road mapping team needs, writing and modifying job descriptions,
interviewing, onboarding, assigning and supervising tasks for team members and managers,
including running Agile / Scrum team standups, providing code reviews and approvals, and
holding one on ones.
• Managed internal cross function stake holder relationships including with development and
customer service, as well as external relationships with vendors, including Splunk, and through
team calls with Amazon Web Services.
• Budgeted for infrastructure while independently identifying and implementing cost reductions
across dozens of AWS accounts, and a range of services, resulting in hundreds of thousands of
dollars in recurring annual savings.
• Wrote software to monitor server cluster health and automatically correct overloads resulting
from legacy platform software combined with user growth, which saved the company from
otherwise experiencing hours of daily downtime and a loss of a significant portion of users and
recurring revenue.
• Administered servers, as well as accounts and permissions for hundreds of employees, for
services and applications including AWS, Microsoft Active Directory, Jira, BitBucket, Bamboo,
Confluence, Octopus Deploy, Terraform Enterprise, Rancher, VPN, and Splunk.
• Wrote software to automatically complete a broad range of application and database update
steps in development and production.
• Wrote and applied infrastructure as code files using Terraform and Chef.
InQuest (inquest.net; Pentagon contractor)
2014-2015
• Selected as the first full time employee, and only full-time engineer for over a year, by the former
head of Pentagon network security, for his company, where I developed core components of a
network intrusion detection and prevention system, providing real-time collection and threat

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

analysis of network traffic, which as disclosed in press releases and news articles, was selected
as the sole session and file analysis tool by the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the United States of America,
and is deployed at over 25 security operations centers globally, including at the Pentagon,
protecting 2+ million users primarily in the federal government.
Wrote Python code to automatically build, remotely install, and run automated tests on our
custom Linux operating system, which retrieved and integrated our latest code from a GitHub
Enterprise server I set up, custom configured the Linux filesystem, generated a Linux ISO and
uploaded it to our VMWare Vsphere account, ran the install, ran unit tests I wrote to verify traffic
processing, API endpoints, and user interface output, then displayed unit test results.
Developed Python Linux daemons which processed network traffic for threats at 10 gigabytes
per second per unit both locally and using an auto scaled load balanced AWS EC2 cluster.
Automated installation, configuration, and nightly backup of our infrastructure and data, writing
custom code in Python integrating the AWSCLI, for EC2 instances of GitHub Enterprise, HuBoard
Enterprise, and HipChat, creating functionality exceeding but similar to configuration
management and infrastructure as code tools Ansible, Docker, Jenkins, Chef, and Puppet.
While working remotely, had daily management responsibility for organizational technical
tasks, including product development in response to client requests and threats, developing
tasks for the remote user interface team, who supported display of the analysis provided by
backend components, which I then had documented by managing a documentation writer.
Developed a distributed crawler operating an array of EC2 nodes using an SQS queue that
collected and checked billions of files on the Internet against our threat detection algorithms to
test for false positives and legitimate malware and recorded results to DynamoDB.
Installed and maintained clones of individual client installs on a VMWare cloud to collaboratively
debug installs without touching production systems containing classified data.
Aggregated server logs in PaperTrail to monitor AWS EC2 cluster performance and security.
Developed an API that allows for domains, IPs, URLs, emails, and file hashes, to be searched
against a set of threat data, stored in AWS Aurora and DynamoDB, compiled by code I wrote to
automatically nightly scrape data from over forty threat information aggregators.
Contributed the industry first idea of permanently retaining identifying information on all
incoming files to retroactively re-run against our current threat databases.

Bannon Maher Capital LP & LLC, Founder, C.E.O., C.T.O., portfolio manager, trader
2016-2019
• Investment vehicles I created to run automated algorithmic trading software I conceptualized
and coded from scratch in Python, integrating Interactive Brokers’ API, and running on AWS.
• Software continuously downloads market data at intervals, calculates positions most likely to
rise and fall in value in the near future, within a specified risk profile, successfully closing and
opening positions to match the optimized long/short portfolio.
ICP Capital, head of technology and junior portfolio manager
2005-2006
• Led development of the trading and portfolio management system featured in the New York
Times article, How to Find Weeds in a Mortgage Pool, used to scale the fund from zero to $7.7
billion in assets in one year, and ultimately to a reported $22 billion in assets, with my system
being a principal reason investors provided that level of funds that quickly, and with my system
being possibly the first ever to correctly predict the financial crisis that occurred two years later.
• System allowed upload and storage of loan-level collateral, displaying statistics including
projected default rates, calculated from a proprietary formula, for a single security, a portfolio,
and across all portfolios.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Led team of 2 portfolio managers and 3 analysts, working with portfolio managers to make
changes to the system often immediately used to make tens of millions of dollars in trades.
Assets were triple-A floating-rate CDO tranches of fixed-rate RMBS/CMO.
Integrated animated charts to graphically display stratified concentration of loan-level collateral
by FICO, DTI, LTV, and location.
Bloomberg for Excel downloaded delinquencies and defaults for holdings then imported into the
system to aggregate performance across all of our holdings for portfolio risk management.
Functionality included trade entry and ticket generation for settlement and compliance.
PolyPaths bond portfolio export added used to calculate bond prices nightly by averaging
present value of cash flows over Monte Carlo pre-payment scenarios and interest rate paths.
Reporting provided weighted averages of purchase price, dealer marks, and total return.
System generated formatted portfolios to send out to investors in Excel and PDF.
Complete user buy-in of system evidenced by transaction volume.
Experience with reverse engineering and pricing bonds in Intex DealMaker and settling trades.
Created a supplement to allow import of a corporate bond CDOs and project defaults.
Managed & mentored analysts in technology & finance, who I had manage data, test new
features, and assist with modifications to the reporting functions.

Alegeus (alegeus.com)
2013-2014
• Managed the rearchitecting and recreation of the back end of a health insurance benefits
marketplace, supporting enrollment and management for millions of people, which according to
news reports, was sold to Maestro Health then AXA for $155 million.
• Created 11 of 14 backend components of a Python Django Angular PostgreSQL application.
• Managed approval of multiple developers' production code in an Agile environment.
• Wrote automated tests for continuous AWS deployment with GitHub, Jenkins, and Travis CI.
United States Senate Candidate (FEC S2NJ00346 & C00495200)
• Federally registered candidate for the United States Senate at age 29.
• Media, voter, and donor outreach and communications.

2011-2012

Author, The Destiny of Humanity
2009-2011
• Topics include economic development, governance & technology
• Endorsed by Kings, a Prime Minister, and the now First Lady, with King Mohammed VI of
Morocco writing "I should take this opportunity to wish you success in all you set out to
accomplish"; King Norodom Sihamoni of Cambodia writing "I am confident that this book will
surely attract public attention on the important task of building a peaceful and prosperous world
for all" and Prime Minister Jose Maria Neves of Cape Verde writing that the book is "A pointing
of horizons and goals to which we must be aware... the quest for harmony and a blend of
attitudes that could reach the heights of the global and total dignity of human beings".
Musician
2009-2010
• After previously recording two cover albums, I wrote and recorded a song, The Fallout of Love,
that was licensed for shows on MTV, VH1, and Discovery Networks.
• Advertised to interested individuals through Google and Facebook ads, optimizing targeting and
cost, with total spending across all campaigns of around $10,000.
Author, Building a Successful Organization

2007-2009

•
•
•

Topics include leadership, strategy, management, hiring, sales, marketing, communications, and
teamwork.
Endorsed by a public company executive, as well as a professional book reviewer who stated, “If
you are looking for concise directions on how to build a successful organization, you can’t make
a better choice than this book.”
Published text as an application using JavaScript XML (AJAX) calls to retrieve text from a C# .Net
backend, in 50 languages using automated translation, swapping text dynamically.

HealthLake, Founder, C.E.O., C.T.O. (healthlake.com)
2007
• Online health care provider directory and medical record collaboration platform developed
using Python, HTML, JavaScript, CSS, Google App Engine, and Google BigTable.
• Android Java mobile application developed.
Host1, Founder, C.E.O., C.T.O.
1993-2005
One of the earliest Internet service providers with paying clients started while in middle school
• Created a C#.Net desktop application that allowed clients to edit their account profile, view
billing history, and manage settings which communicated through XML/SOAP with a Java Servlet
hosted on RedHat Linux running Tomcat to save settings in a MySQL database.
• Wrote PHP and C++ scripts running continuously to pull server access logs into MySQL, manage
email and FTP users through calls to shell scripts, and manage Apache httpd.conf domains.
• Instant automated account and domain creation to capture sales and reduce overhead.
• Provided sales support to prospects by instant messenger, email, and phone.
• Support ticket system allowed requests to be fulfilled 24x7 by contractors in Asia.
• User interface offered in 11 languages.
• Projected exchange rates over 12-18 months to offer fixed monthly rates in 5 currencies.
• Designed advertisements, set up advertising campaigns, and tracked performance.
• Excel spreadsheet estimated advertising campaign profits using price and views, click through
rate, conversion rate, servicing cost, revenue, and client tenure using historical averages.
Contractor, Kelly Services, Spherion
Summers 2001-2004
Deutsche Bank, Hedge Fund Capital Group
• Collected investment information from prospective European clients through cold calls.
• On my own initiative, brought together about 50 people from sales and support on a Siebel CRM,
by modifying the layout of the better of two existing systems in conjunction with several of the
heaviest users, then sitting with all users individually to demonstrate how to fully utilize the
system, ending discussions about a proposed $1.5 million overhaul.
Bear Stearns (J.P. Morgan)
• Assistant to a Member of the Board of Directors
Merck
• Helped design a 10 question survey which was mailed to approximately 10 thousand doctors to
evaluate their attitude toward prescribing generic drug alternatives, and then developed a
Microsoft Access database used to aggregate and summarize results in distributable reports.
• Created a Microsoft Access database for the marketing department used to track expenditures
by campaign and generate performance reports using ratios provided by management.
• Created a Microsoft Access database for the customer service department to track and categorize
complaints, prioritize outstanding issues, and identify problem areas by category.
Volvo Corporate

• Created a web based searchable internal educational media database in ASP with SQL Server.
Toys “R” Us Corporate
• Created a real-time profit & loss statement of a start-up boutique Geoffrey against the parent
company using SQL on retail stores Oracle database and displaying real-time results using
Microsoft Access reports.
LGBT+

Robb, Peck, McCooey, NYSE
Summer 1999
• Hand wrote tickets for trades over 100 shares on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange.
• Youngest person working on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange.

